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1
Introduction
1.

These legal submissions are made on behalf of Heinz Wattie’s Limited
(Heinz Wattie’s).

2.

Heinz Wattie’s is a significant user of water in its own right as part of
its production process. It is also a significant purchaser of crops and
food produce, buying about $20 million worth of fruit and vegetables
from Hawke’s Bay growers generally.

3.

It is here representing its own interests as a food processor which
requires water as an input and also the interests of its growers to protect
the security of supply of produce to its factories.

4.

Heinz Wattie’s is calling two witnesses:

5.

(a)

Mr Bruce Mackay, Agricultural Manager at Heinz Wattie’s
who will give evidence describing the company’s
manufacturing facilities and process, its existing water takes
and Heinz Wattie’s concerns about some of the provisions of
the proposed plan change.

(b)

Dr Tony Davoren who has provided expert evidence
regarding the interim Heretaunga Plains groundwater
allocation limit, the definition of ‘Actual and Reasonable’ and
the provisions regarding land use change (Rules TANK 5 and
6 and Schedule 29 in particular).

Many of the issues raised in Dr Davoren’s evidence have been
addressed in the Addendum Report to the Hearing Report. For
example, the reporting officers have recommended that changes be
made to:
(a)

Clause (b) of the definition of ‘Actual and reasonable’ so that
it refers to the maximum annual amount as measured by
accurate water meter data in the ten year period preceding 2
May 2020 (rather than the average).

(b)

Table 1 in Schedule 29 to acknowledge that the nitrogen
leaching risk associated with a change from un-irrigated land
to irrigated land is variable. (It had previously been identified
in that table as the highest risk).

(c)

Rule TANK 6 so that it includes a new
standard/term/condition defining a change in land use as a
change from one leaching level to a higher leaching level as
shown in Table 1 in Schedule 29.
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6.

Those changes are supported for the reasons set out in Dr Davoren’s
evidence at paragraphs 16-25, 33-35 and 36-38 respectively.

7.

Dr Davoren’s evidence did not address the proposal to raise the
minimum flow in the Tutaekuri River, though this had been one of the
submissions points raised in Heinz Wattie’s submission on the
proposed plan change. The reason for that is set out in the
supplementary evidence Dr Davoren has prepared which is provided
with these legal submissions.

8.

Before preparing his initial statement of evidence Dr Davoren had
analysed the mean daily flow record from HBRC’s archived flow data
for 2009-2021 and, based on those records, came to the conclusion that
there would have been no ban days if the minimum flow had been
2,500 L/s, although the minimum flow was close to being breached on
occasion.

9.

He has since discovered that:
(a)

HBRC uses the raw telemetered data to determine when the
minimum flow has been reached. It is this data which
determines whether an irrigation ban is put in place.

(b)

There has been an irrigation ban in the last few years
(February 2017), which was imposed when the minimum flow
was 2,000 litres/second.

Concerns about the proposed Plan Change
10.

The following issues remain ‘live’ issues from Heinz Wattie’s
perspective:
(a)

Policy 37(a) and (b) and the 90 million m3 interim allocation
limit.

(b)

Policy 37(b) which does not presently allow water within the
interim allocation limit which becomes available to be reallocated.

(c)

Policy 37(d) which applies when water take consents are
renewed and requires an assessment of Actual and Reasonable
use potentially limits consent holders to their maximum
annual take over the ten-year period prior to 2 May 2020.
Although the change to the definition of Actual and
Reasonable recommended by Council officers is a ‘win’ for
many water users, the policy direction in the plan change will
make it difficult for Heinz Wattie’s business to expand.
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(d)

The effect of raising the minimum flow in the Tutaekuri
River.

(e)

The presumption in the plan change that the cause of stream
flow depletion is the cumulative impact of groundwater and
surface water takes and that underlies the surface water
augmentation provisions. Heinz Wattie’s considers that
further investigation is necessary to determine all of the causes
of stream flow depletion.

(f)

Whether the plan change makes adequate and clear provision
for the utilisation of stored water.

(g)

The provisions regarding land use change.

Policy 37(a) and (b) - Interim allocation limit & the re-allocation of water
11.

There is a high level of uncertainty about how the interim allocation
limit was derived. It is apparently based on modelled data and is
considered to be the approximate abstraction for municipal, industrial
and irrigation use from groundwater in the 2012-2013 water year (91.1
Mm3). In other years, the modelled water use was lower (such as the
2019-2020 year when it was 82.5 Mm3/yr).

12.

Based on some analysis he has done Dr Davoren believes that actual
use may be as low as 67 Mm3/yr.

13.

The plan change takes a ‘sinking lid’ approach to the re-allocation of
any water that might become available within the interim groundwater
limit by using the word ‘avoid’ in Policy 37(b) - until there has been a
review of the relevant allocation limits. The only certainty about the
timing of that review is that it must be started within ten years of the
plan change becoming operative (Policy 42).

14.

As Mr Mackay notes, the policy direction in Policy 37(b) will make it
very difficult for an applicant to obtain consent for a ‘new’ water take
even if water becomes available. There are thousands of hectares of
prime horticultural land that currently has no irrigation consent, and
little prospect of getting one given the approach taken in Policy 37(b),
unless an existing consent is transferred, or the owner is granted a high
flow take or has access to water made available through storage
schemes.

15.

That begs the question – if an existing water take consent can be
transferred, why does the plan change direct the Council to avoid the
re-allocation of water within the interim limit?
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16.

As Ms Gillian Holmes (expert witness for Horticulture NZ) observes,
there is no difference from a hydrological perspective between the
transfer of an existing consent and the re-allocation of water which
might become available within the interim allocation limit.

17.

For the sake of internal consistency, it is submitted that the plan change
could also soften the approach taken to the re-allocation of water,
particularly if its intended use is primary production.

18.

Like Horticulture NZ and T&G Global Limited, Heinz Wattie’s
supports the change to Policy 37(b) proposed by Mr Dooney (expert
planning witness for Horticulture NZ) which is that it be amended to
read as follows:
b)

restrict avoid the re-allocation of any water that might become
available within the interim groundwater allocation limit or
within the limit of any connected water body to essential
municipal uses or primary production purposes on versatile
land, or for use in stream flow maintenance and enhancement
schemes, until there has been a review of the relevant
allocation limits within this plan.

19.

The rules concerning the transfer of existing consents also have some
issues. RRMP Rule 62a governs the transfer of water permits in the
TANK catchment. It is subject to conditions/standards and terms
including condition (f) which is that ‘the transfer does not result in an
increase in nitrogen loss exceeding the amounts as specified in Table 2
in Schedule 29’.

20.

In the Hearing Report council officers recommended that Table 2 be
deleted, so this condition plainly requires amendment.

Policy 37(d)
21.

This policy applies when existing consents are being renewed or
reviewed and requires an assessment of Actual and Reasonable use.

22.

Although changes have been made to the definition of Actual and
reasonable use, those changes have the effect of capping Heinz Wattie’s
at the maximum water use at its two factories over the ten year period
prior to 2 May 2020. The context here is that:
(a)

Heinz Wattie’s total consented volume is 8,908,652 m3 per
year.

(b)

Its maximum water use over the relevant ten-year period is
4,587,376 m3 (in 2019).
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(c)

Water use per tonne of finished goods has been declining due
to efficiencies, but overall water use has gradually increased
because of Heinz Wattie’s increased production.

(d)

Other factors can affect water use at the factories. For
example, a wet harvest affects the amount of water required
for fruit and vegetable washing.

23.

If the volume of produce processed by Heinz Wattie’s increases (which
has been the trend over the last few years), Heinz Wattie’s is likely to
require more water and at consent renewal time will seek a volume less
than its currently consented volume but more than the maximum
volume over the ten year period prior to 2 May 2020.

24.

That requires consent as a discretionary activity - which is theoretically
possible – but the policy direction in the plan change will make it
difficult for an applicant to get consent for a take at a volume greater
than Actual and Reasonable use.

25.

Heinz Wattie’s supports the change proposed by Mr Drury (expert
witness for Hastings District Council). He recommends that Policy
37(d) be amended as follows:
d)
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when considering applications in respect of existing consents
due for expiry, or when reviewing consents, to;
(i)

allocate groundwater on the basis of the maximum
quantity that is able to be abstracted during each year
or irrigation season expressed in cubic meters per
year;

(ii)

as a starting point, apply an assessment of Actual and
Reasonable use (except as provided by Policy 50), and
then, subject to the proposal being for no more than
the quantity specified on the existing consent,
consider any volume beyond this taking the following
into account;
1.

reasons for the proposed volume of water;

2.

efficiency of use;

3.

the proposed use, particularly if for
beverages, food and fibre production and
processing and other land-based primary
production;

4.

the value of the investment associated with
the certainty of the volume as previously
authorised;
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5.

whether substantial progress or effort has
been, and continues to be, made towards
giving effect to the proposed use and
investment enabled by the original volume
authorised;

Tutaekuri River - Raising the minimum flow
26.

This has been addressed earlier in these submissions. The latest
information available to Dr Davoren suggests that raising the minimum
flow in the Tutaekuri River from 2,000 litres/second to 2,500
litres/second will increase the number of ban days and potentially the
length of any irrigation bans.

Stream flow depletion
27.

Heinz Wattie’s supports the reporting officers’ recommendations that
Policy 39 be extensively re-written. However, as Mr Mackay notes, this
leaves the question of potential contributions to a stream maintenance
and habitat enhancement scheme for another day.

28.

Mr Mackay suggests that in the meantime further work should be done
to identify all of the causes of depleted stream flows, because there may
be other response or mitigations which could be considered in the plan
change foreshadowed in Policy 39(c).

Utilisation of stored water
29.

The concern here is a lack of clarity in the plan change about how
stored water will reach users – and whether it could be released into
waterways to the ultimate users who could use existing groundwater
infrastructure to access that water.

30.

If that is a possibility, the plan change does not presently allow for it –
given its direction that no new takes from groundwater should be
granted.

31.

If that reticulation method is not possible, stored water must wither be
piped to where it is needed, or the storage facility must be built on the
property where it is required. As Mr Mackay notes, this potentially
encourages landowners to build small dams on land containing versatile
soils and removes the prospect of any ecological benefit from storage
in the headwaters and release through existing waterways.

Land use change provisions
32.

In the Addendum Report to the Hearing Report, the reporting officers
recommend changes to Table 1 in Schedule 29. Heinz Wattie’s accepts
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that the change to that table is an improvement on what was
recommended in the Hearing Report; however, problems remain.
33.

For example, Table 1 of Schedule 29 table provides that all commercial
vegetable growing is a higher Nitrogen leaching risk than dairy farming.
Mr Mackay believes that there are many instances where the reverse is
true. When irrigation of vegetable crops is well managed (in that good
practice is adhered to and soil moisture is measured, crop requirements
are calculated, weather forecasting is considered) potential leaching is
negligible.

34.

Heinz Wattie’s considers that instead the schedule should state the
allowable limits/thresholds. This could be achieved by the category
“Commercial Vegetable Growing” in amended Table 1 having a “N
Leaching range/ risk” that is “Variable”, the same as is now
recommended by the officers for “Any irrigation”. That would enable
proposed new areas of Commercial Vegetable Growing to be assessed
on their individual merits and limits/thresholds imposed in
comparison to the nitrogen leaching potential of the existing land use.

7 June 2021

____________________
Lara Blomfield
Counsel for Heinz Wattie’s Limited
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INTRODUCTION
Qualifications and Experience
1.

My name is Anthony Davoren.

2.

I am a director of SWIMS Consulting Ltd, a company that provides
consultancy services to applicants and submitters as an expert
witness, orchard management companies, consulting companies and
grower co-operatives (e.g. Zespri). Prior to establishing SWIMS
Consulting Ltd, I was employed as an Irrigation Management
Consultant at Aqualinc Research Ltd. I owned HydroServices Ltd, a
company specialising in soil moisture measurement and irrigation
management from 1983 to 2016.

3.

I hold a Bachelor and Masters (1st Class) in Science from University of
Waikato, majoring in Earth Sciences; and a PhD in Engineering
Science from Washington State University.

4.

I have 38 years professional experience measuring soil moisture,
irrigation management and acting as an expert witness at resource
consent and regional plan hearings. I have been an expert witness at
resource consent and Environment Court hearings for:
4.1.

Canterbury Groundwater Zones;

4.2.

Irrigation of industrial and urban wastewater hearings for
Canterbury Meat Packers and Selwyn District Council
(Leeston);

4.3.

Selwyn District Council Rolleston urban wastewater discharge
(resource consent hearing only);

4.4.

Manawatu District Council for the Feilding wastewater
treatment plant discharge consent;

4.5.

Southland District Council in respect of the Te Anau
wastewater discharge consent;

4.6.

Ngaruroro Water Conservation Order; and

4.7.

Otago Regional Council Plan Change 7.

Code of Conduct
5.

While this is not a hearing before the Environment Court I confirm that I
have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the
Environment Court Practice Note. This evidence has been prepared in
accordance with the Code and I agree to comply with it. I confirm that
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the evidence and opinions I have expressed in my evidence are within
my areas of expertise. I have not omitted to consider material facts
known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions expressed.
Scope and purpose of evidence
6.

7.

My evidence addresses the following matters:
6.1.

Policy 37 (a) and (b) – regarding the interim 90Mm3 allocation
and re-allocation of water;

6.2.

Transfer of consents;

6.3.

Policy 37 (d) (i) and (iii) – using the average recorded water
use in any of 10 years preceding 2 May 2020;

6.4.

Rules TANK 5 and 6 – N loss ranking according to Schedule
29 Table 1.

In preparing this evidence I have relied on the following reports and
presentations prepared for the TANK process, and:
7.1.

Hearing Report on Proposed Plan Change 9 (including
Appendices) ‐ Tūtaekurī Ahuriri Ngaruroro Karamū Catchment
Area. Hawke’s Bay Regional Council Publication No.5550, 15
April 2021.

7.2.

Proposed Plan Change 9 Tūtaekurī, Ahuriri, Ngaruroro and
Karamū Catchment, Publication Number: 5456, Notification
date: 2 May 2020.

7.3.

Ngaruroro and Tūtaekurī flow data from HBRC.

7.4.

TANK presentation reports of 22 March 2017, 27 July 2017, 2
August 2017 and 14-15 August 2018.

7.5.

Affidavit of Jeffrey Cameron Smith to the Special Tribunal for
the Ngaruroro and Clive Rivers Water Conservation Order.

Policy 37 (a) and (b)
8.

The rationale for this policy and the allocation limit of 90 million cubic
metres per year (Mm3/yr) is summarised at paragraphs 1206-1209 of
the Section 42A Report.

9.

While the allocation limit is said to be interim “until there has been a
review of the relevant allocation limits within this plan”1, there are

Appendix 1: Recommended Changes to Proposed Plan Change 9 - Tūtaekurī
Ahuriri Ngaruroro Karamū Catchment Area, Policy 37, page 24.
1
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uncertainties with the allocation limit and the review. Water meter use
analysis would demonstrate whether this limit is realistic. and if it is
exceeded by use and in which water years.
10.

The 90Mm3/year limit is considered to be the approximate abstraction
for municipal, industrial and irrigation use according to Smith (2017)2 in
his affidavit and was assessed in the s32 Report3 as use from the
groundwater in the 2012-13 water year. It has been set as the
allocation limit.

11.

The s32 Report estimates actual use is 78Mm3/year or approximately
48% of the (paper) allocation of 163Mm3/year. The estimated use of
48% is similar to an analysis of Heinz Watties and Apatu Farms Ltd
(presented in their expert witness evidence4) water meter data annual
volumes as a proportion of annual allocation of 41%. This suggests
the actual use could be as low as 67Mm3/year and groundwater may
not be over allocated.

12.

There is no proposal as to when the review might take place and be
completed. While Policy 42 requires the council to commence a review
after water has been re-allocated and consents reviewed and within 10
years of the operative date, I consider this is too long and there needs
to be greater certainty of the completion date.

13.

I support the transfer of groundwater and surface water permits that
have already been exercised and the transfer should be enabled. Key
to the transfer is the interim allocation limit of 90Mm3 per year and that
actual use is likely less than the allocation.

14.

Any permit to take and use groundwater is already included in the
interim limit and the “environment”. Transferring the permit elsewhere
in the Heretaunga Plains Aquifer area should be enabled so long as:

2

14.1.

Well interference effects are less than minor or can be
mitigated (reduce the rate of take or volume) at the new
location; and

14.2.

Any nutrient losses are no greater than from the current
location.

Affidavit of Jeffery Cameron Smith, 27 February 2017 for Special Tribunal for the
Ngaruroro and Clive Rivers Water Conservation Order.
3 Mitchell Daysh Report for Hawke’s Bay Regional Council Section 32 Evaluation
Report March 2020. TANK Catchments Plan Change to Regional Resource
Management Plan – Change 9.
4 Evidence of Anthony Davoren for Apatu Farms Ltd., 7 May 2021
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15.

This is no different to the trade and transfer of water permits in fully
allocated groundwater zones in Canterbury where interference effects
must be assessed and mitigated, and nutrient limits must be met.

Policy 37(d) (iii)
16.

HW submitted to delete the clause to adopt the highest water use in
any of the preceding years preceding August 2017 when assessing
Actual and Reasonable use.

17.

HBRC has amended the date to refer to the average water use data
for the 10-year period preceding 2 May 2020.

18.

I do not agree that the period of record should be restricted to 10
years. If there is a longer length of water meter data than 10 years
prior to 2 May 2020 then it should be used. A longer length of record
would be statistically more robust, and more likely capture higher
irrigation demand seasons and better define the 95% reliability of
supply (Paragraph (c) of the Actual and Reasonable meaning).

19.

I have concerns with the amended meaning for Actual and
Reasonable (b) in Chapter 9, Glossary of Terms Used5; i.e. the
average annual amount as measured by accurate water meter data in
the ten years preceding 2 May 2020 if accurate water meter data is
available. (If insufficient or no accurate data is available either clause
a) or c) will apply).

20.

The average amount (volume) used will not capture the irrigation
demand season to meet the 95% reliability of supply (Paragraph (c) of
the Actual and Reasonable meaning). It will be less than that and the
definition of Actual and Reasonable requires the lesser figure to be
applied.

21.

I demonstrate this with data from two HW properties with 9-11 years of
accurate water meter data (Table 1, Appendix 1). The analysis shows:
21.1.

Example 1. The average volume is 156,596m3, the 95thpercentile demand is 190,922m3 and if the definition of Actual
and Reasonable (as recommended by Council officers) is
applied, only 82% of the volume required in the 95%-ile season
would be allocated.

21.2.

Example 2. The average volume is 63,812m3, the 95thpercentile demand is 107,668m3 and if the definition of Actual
and reasonable is applied only 59% of the volume required in
the 95%-ile season would be allocated.

Appendix 1: Recommended Changes to Proposed Plan Change 9 - Tūtaekurī
Ahuriri Ngaruroro Karamū Catchment Area, Glossary of Terms Used, page 90.
5
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Year
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
Mean
95%-ile
Proportion (mean/95%-ile)

Example 1
Volume m3/year

148127
138417
192616
155473
166750
133639
128099
188382
157863
156596
190922
0.82

Example 2
Volume m3/year
55523
30116
117679
78402
20992
78747
37510
39135
28587
97656
75604
63812
107668
0.59

Table 1. Annual volume m3 used in the water years (1 July to following 30
June) for two HW arable properties.
22.

While allocating the average use might be consistent with 37(d)(ii)], it
is not consistent with Policy 47(c) or the definition in “Actual and
Reasonable” allocating water for irrigation with a “95% reliability of
supply”.

23.

I have run an Irricalc model at Bridge Pa for the seasons 2010-11 to
2019-20 to determine the 95th-percentile irrigation demand season
(Appendix 2).

24.

The 95th-percentile or 95% reliability of supply season demand is
570mm/year (5740m3/ha/year). The 2012-13 season was the highest
demand season and the percentile is greater than 95%. The 2018-19
demand (540mm/year) was less than the 95th-percentile demand but
still exceeded the mean (for the period of record of 465mm/year).

25.

Allocating the average use will severely compromise the ability of
irrigators to meet crop demand.

TANK 6
26.

HW submitted that a per hectare nutrient loss measure should be
used.

27.

The Conditions/Standards/Terms in Rule 6 as notified referred to
Schedule 29, Table 2 which set Nitrogen loss thresholds per property
or farm enterprise.
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28.

Council officers have recommended significant changes to Schedule
29 including the inclusion of a new Table 1: Land Use Types and
Nitrogen Leaching Risk.

29.

I do not think that Schedule 29 Table 1 is a sensible or sound
alternative to the original Table 1 or the suggested amendment
proposed by HW to manage nutrient leaching.

30.

Schedule 29 is highly subjective, does not consider differences in farm
systems within any risk category, does not encourage mitigation
measures to reduce nutrient leaching, and assumes all farm systems
in a particular risk category have the same leaching and loss and risk
of leaching.

31.

Schedule 29 addresses only N leaching risk. Many enterprises (for
example hill country sheep and beef or deer) will have a much greater
risk of P loss than N.

32.

Each Level assumes every farming enterprise in the Land use type will
have the same or fall within a range of unspecified nutrient loss. This
is not the case. Every enterprise in a category will have a different
nutrient loss depending on soil type, topography and farming systems.

33.

I am not aware of and consider it is unlikely an enterprise is solely
“intensive winter grazing”. It is more likely that an area of winter forage
crops forms part of a farming enterprise. Furthermore, soil type and
slope will have a significant effect on the potential nutrient loss, in
some locations that loss will be N leaching and in others P loss.

34.

To consider dairy and arable to have the same leaching risk is not
correct and is not supported by any modelling. My experience from
Overseer modelling, is that dairy will in almost every location have a
higher N loss than arable.

35.

Irrigated land incorporating any irrigation is identified as the highest N
leaching risk, but in my experience horticulture, even if irrigated,
generally leaches less Nitrogen than many of the listed ‘higher risk’
land uses.

36.

TANK 6 is contingent on the outcome of the test in TANK 5(a) which
states “A change in land use types means a change from one leaching
level to a higher leaching level as shown in Table 1 of Schedule 29”.

37.

TANK 5 provides that a change of land use from (say) a low leaching
activity to a higher leaching activity requires consent as a controlled
activity. TANK 6 applies if the activity does not meet the conditions of
TANK 5 – so it captures land uses that go from high leaching (e.g.
dairy) to low leaching (e.g. arable) because that would not meet TANK
5(a). Restricted discretionary consent would be required.
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38.

I do not think that was what was intended. The only sensible reason
for defaulting from Rule 5 to Rule 6 would be if the landowner does not
comply with condition (d) of Rule 5 – i.e. is not a member of a
Catchment Collective.

39.

Quite apart from that, unless Schedule 29 is changed to something
more meaningful and certain, it:

40.

39.1.

will be easily contested with nutrient modelling; and

39.2.

could result in protracted debate about whether an applicant
has not met the condition(s) or standard(s) and so which
activity status applies.

Schedule 29 should at the very least, given the objective is to manage
nutrient loss to water, directly address nutrient limits and targets. For
example:
40.1.

A farming enterprise(s) must achieve a reduction of nitrogen or
phosphorous loss (e.g. 10% or 15%) from a good management
baseline as determined by OverseerFM (or other model) by
“2025”.

40.2.

Such an approach would firstly provide knowledge of the
potential (N and/or P) loss and secondly give HBRC time to
develop nutrient limits for catchments and sub-catchments.
This would put an onus on both the enterprise(s) to “know”
their impact and demonstrate improvement, and the council to
improve their monitoring of surface and ground water to inform
the establishment of limits.

40.3.

The recent Mayfield Hinds Valetta Irrigation Scheme consent
application decision6 provides an example of such an
approach:
“This consent is granted on the basis that the significant
adverse effects on the receiving water will be reduced
and there will be measurable environmental
improvements” and “also gives the Applicant (substitute
farming enterprise) sufficient time to demonstrate that
land use practices can change to significantly reduce
nutrient inputs and to address environmental
degradation”.
And sets nutrient loss reductions to be achieved by 2025 and
2030.

6

Mayfield Hinds Valetta Irrigation Scheme consent application decision, 21 April 2021
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41.

Freshwater Farm Plans (FFP) are described in Schedule 30 and are to
be completed 3, 6 or 9 years after the Plan operative date. A key
component of the FFP is a nutrient budget. However there are no onfarm limits or targets to provide growers with certainty and clarity they
are meeting any Plan requirement.

42.

The Plan should provide for assessment of nutrient loss modelling to
demonstrate that moving from one risk category to another avoids or
can mitigate changes. This would avoid the potential for debate
regarding activity status.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
43.

I consider that TANK 6 and Schedule 29 Table 1 (and by inference
Policy 21 and TANK 5) require amending. Table 1 is highly subjective
does not provide any clarity to a farming enterprise. Nutrient loss limits
have not been addressed in Schedule 29 or Table 1.

44.

I support the transfer of groundwater and surface water permits that
have already been exercised and the transfer should be enabled.
Other than nutrient losses, the effects of these permits exist in the
environment and are already included in the groundwater and surface
water allocation limits.

45.

The amended meaning for Actual and Reasonable (b) in Chapter 9,
Glossary of Terms Used is not supported. Adopting the average
annual amount as measured by accurate water meter data in the ten
years preceding 2 May 2020 will not provide for the demand in the 95th
percentile season as demonstrated by the examples from HW water
meter records.

Anthony Davoren
7 May 2021
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Appendix 1
Water meter volume analyses for two Heinz Wattie’s arable properties.

10
Appendix 2. Irricalc irrigation demand modelling results at Bridge Pa for seasons 201011 to 2019-20.
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Appendix 3
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-and-events/2021/questions-addressed-onmayfieldhindsvaletta-irrigation-schemes-application-for-consent-renewal/
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INTRODUCTION
Qualifications and Experience
1.

My name is Anthony Davoren.

2.

I have given expert evidence for Heinz Wattie’s Limited and Apatu
Farms Limited for this hearing.

Code of Conduct
3.

I confirmed in my earlier evidence to that I would comply with the Code
of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the Environment Court Practice
Note. This evidence has also been prepared in accordance with the
Code and I agree to comply with it.

Scope and purpose of evidence
4.

This statement of evidence addresses the effect of raising the
minimum flow for the Tūtaekurī River. This was one of the matters in
the proposed plan change on which Heinz Wattie’s made a
submission.

5.

I had not addressed it in my evidence for Heinz Wattie’s because my
analysis of the Tūtaekurī mean daily flow record 2009-21 showed
there would have been:
5.1.

No ban days if the minimum flow had been 2000 L/s; and

5.2.

No ban days if the minimum flow had been 2500 L/s, although
the minimum flow was close to being breached on occasion.

6.

I did however touch on that issue in my evidence for Apatu Farms
Limited.

7.

My original analysis used the HBRC archived flow data and not the raw
telemetered data. It has been subsequently brought to my attention
that an irrigation ban is based on the raw telemetered data, which is
different from the data I had analysed before coming to the conclusion
that raising the minimum flow would not have resulted in any ban days
over the period of record.

8.

Prior to submitting my expert evidence I had downloaded 15-minute
interval flow data from the HBRC website for the period 1 March to 7
May 2021 to update the archived data. This data had a number of
measurements that fell below 2500L/s that appeared to be “spikes”–
one or two 15-minute measurements that then recovered above
2500L/s (Appendix 1).
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9.

The data was queried with Jeff Cooke at HBRC as to its “reality”
(Appendix 2). The response received raised a concern because:
9.1.

Mr Cooke says that “The data showing on our website is a
combination of raw and archive, basically it’s archive topped up
with telemetry (raw)”; and

9.2.

“The data will change over time as data gets processed,
ratings get improved etc.”

9.3.

It is unclear to me whether an irrigation ban will be
implemented based on the raw telemetry data or the
processed data. If it is the raw telemetry data my original
analysis using the processed data was incorrect.

10.

As of 7 May it did not appear the raw data had been processed for the
period 19 April to 7 May, and the raw data showed the flow had fallen
below 2500 L/s during that time and consequently an irrigation ban
would presumably have been triggered.

11.

Once the data had been processed, I understand from Mr Cooke’s
email the data had changed and the processed data flow record did
not breach the minimum flow over that same period. A possible
outcome is that it might later be found that an irrigation ban had been
imposed unnecessarily .

12.

Recently I was contacted by T&G’s Development & Services Manager
who advised me that there had in fact been an irrigation ban from 22
to 24 February 2017, at a time when the minimum flow in the Tutaekuri
River was 2,000 L/s. I was concerned to hear that because:
12.1.

That was not apparent from the Council records I had
analysed; and

12.2.

There would presumably have been more irrigation bans or
bans for longer if the minimum flow in that River had then been
set at 2,500 L/s.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
13.

The flow measurements from the Tūtaekurī displayed on the HBRC’s
website are a mix of processed (archive) data and raw telemetry data.

14.

There are periods of record (e.g. April 2021) that recorded flows (the
raw data) that are below 2,500L/s and potentially that would have
triggered an irrigation ban.

15.

HBRC have confirmed this data “will change over time as data gets
processed” and it is likely that the processed data would not have
triggered an irrigation ban.
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16.

In my opinion it is highly inappropriate from a resource management
perspective for consent holders to have an irrigation ban imposed
based on unprocessed data only to find that once it has been
processed by HBRC the flow had not triggered the minimum flow
restriction and so in hindsight the irrigation ban was unnecessary.

Anthony Davoren
6 June 2021
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Appendix 1. Tūtaekurī mean daily flow, current and proposed minimum flow.
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Appendix 2
Email communication to clarify “spikes” in Tūtaekurī instantaneous flow
data
From: Jeff Cooke <jeff@hbrc.govt.nz>
Sent: Monday, 10 May 2021 9:27 am
To: Vicky Bloomer Chaplin <vicky@dropconsulting.co.nz>
Subject: RE: NISI Plan Change 9 Expert Evidence Anthony Davoren
20210507.docx
Hey Vicky
The data showing on our website is a combination of raw and archive,
basically it’s archive topped up with telemetry (raw). The data will change over
time as data gets processed, ratings get improved etc. (the disclaimers should
cover this). The website has a download option (but you’ll get raw and
processed), but there is also our timeseries server which provides direct
access to the same data that the website is using
https://www.hbrc.govt.nz/our-council/open-data/time-series-data/.
This page describes linking to the EMAR.hts service, which is the archive +
raw combo, but we now have a service that just looks at the archive.
ContinuousArchive.hts.
For the data you’re interested in this url will get the server to give you daily
average flow aligned to 6am since 2009 (change the data to get a different
start date) just from the archive.
https://data.hbrc.govt.nz/EnviroData/ContinuousArchive.hts?service=Hilltop&r
equest=GetData&Site=Tutaekuri%20River%20at%20Puketapu%20HBRC%2
0Site&Measurement=Flow[Water%20Level]&From=1/1/2009&Method=Avera
ge&Interval=1%20day&Alignment=06:00
This data should be good, but it is generally safest to request data directly
(LGOIMA process, so up to 20 day turn around), then if there are any issues
or anomalies they can be described.
The attached excel sheet uses power query to link to the same source (but
gives it in an easier format than XML), again adjust the source url to change
the date range. Refresh should update the sheet if there is new data in our
archive.
Hopefully this helps.
Jeff
Jeff Cooke
Team leader Data Management & Innovation
06 835 9200
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Hawke's Bay Regional Council | Te Kaunihera ā-rohe o Te Matau a M
159 Dalton Street, Napier 4110 | hbrc.govt.nz
Enhancing Our Environment Together | Te Whakapakari Tahi I T

HBRC
Let us know how we’re doing, give your feedback here.
Environmental This communication, including any attachments, is confidential. Refe
the disclaimer on our website.
Information
section is ISO
9001:2015
certified
From: Vicky Bloomer Chaplin <vicky@dropconsulting.co.nz>
Sent: Monday, 10 May 2021 9:01 AM
To: Jeff Cooke <jeff@hbrc.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: NISI Plan Change 9 Expert Evidence Anthony Davoren
20210507.docx
Morning Jeff
As per my message, I think you’re the best place to start with this question
with role as Data
From: Tony Davoren <tony@swims.co.nz>
Sent: Monday, 10 May 2021 8:39 am
To: Vicky Bloomer Chaplin <vicky@dropconsulting.co.nz>
Subject: RE: NISI Plan Change 9 Expert Evidence Anthony Davoren
20210507.docx
I remember my thought process!! Who is the right person to discuss Tutaekuri
flow record with at HBRC. There are “spikes” in the flow record that are much
less than 2500L/s in recent weeks (since 1 March) – that is of concern if they
are real.
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Regards
Tony D
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INTRODUCTION
1.

My name is Bruce Robert Mackay. I am the Agricultural Manager at Heinz
Wattie’s Limited and have held that position since 2018. Prior to that I was
employed as an agromonist for Heinz Wattie’s, a position I had held for
seventeen years.

2.

In my role as Agricultural Manager I am responsible for the supply of all of
the crops that Heinz Wattie’s processes at its Hastings factories.

3.

I have lived and worked in the Primary Production sector in Hawke’s Bay
all my adult life and consider that I have a very good knowledge and
understanding of the province, its people, and all its natural resources. I
have tertiary qualifications in Agriculture, Rural Valuation and Farm
Management.

4.

While I am a qualified and experienced agronomist, I am not appearing in
the capacity of an expert in this hearing. My role in this hearing is as Heinz
Watties’ representative.

5.

I was a member of the TANK Collaborative Stakeholder Group (since disbanded) which had been formed to develop an approach to manage the
Tūtaekurī, Ahuriri, Ngaruroro and Karamū (TANK) catchments. I
attended every meeting since the Group’s inception in 2012. As such I have
had the benefit of hearing numerous presentations from HBRC and
external presenters in many areas that impact previous, existing, and
possible future management of this critical resource. I am familiar with the
proposed TANK Plan Change now referred as Proposed Plan Change 9.

HEINZ WATTIE’S
6.

Heinz Wattie’s has been producing food for domestic and export sale since
1934. It is one of Hawke’s Bay’s most significant businesses, contributing
up to 20% of Hawke’s Bay’s gross domestic product, which amounts to
about $1.25 billion annually.

7.

Heinz Wattie’s also operate a significant food processing factory in
Christchurch, and smaller facilities in Dunedin and Auckland. It has main
offices in Auckland managing administration, sales and marketing.

8.

Wattie’s is one of New Zealand’s largest food brands. Heinz Wattie’s
currently ranks as New Zealand’s second largest supplier (in units) to the
NZ Grocery trade. It also supplies many other well-known brands as part
of their national and global marketing strategy.

9.

Food provenance and food security is and has become more important to
consumers during COVID-19. Wattie’s claim that many of its products
and product ingredients are grown in Hawke’s Bay is core to the brand and
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an important consumer benefit. Indeed, consumers prefer the reassurance
of locally grown.
10.

About 50% of Heinz Wattie’s processed foods are plant based. Heinz
Wattie’s in Hastings purchases approximately $20 million of fruit and
vegetables from local growers annually. It combines many of those with
other New Zealand grown ingredients sourced from outside Hawke’s Bay
as well as imported ingredients, with a total cost of approximately $100$120 million annually.

11.

Heinz Wattie’s produces around 160,000 tonnes of finished goods annually
at its Hastings factory. It is one of NZ’s largest food processors and
manufacturers. Its products are in demand and exported to over 30
countries throughout the world based upon the brand and the business
provenance position.

12.

Heinz Wattie’s provides permanent employment for about 950 employees
nationally, with Hawke’s Bay employing about 600 of these, 200 temporary
employees and 650 seasonal workers. It pays around $52 million in salaries
and wages in Hawke’s Bay annually.

13.

Since 1934 Heinz Wattie’s has grown as part of the community becoming
a large employer and a big contributor to both upstream and downstream
businesses.

14.

The Company has reduced its water use by 11.47% and energy
consumption by 7.40% since 2010, measured as litres per tonne of finished
goods. However, overall water consumption has increased over time as
factory production has increased because tonnes of finished goods have
increased. All onsite used water is screened and recycled where possible
before discharge to council trade waste systems.

15.

Heinz Wattie’s interests in the Proposed Plan change are two fold:
a.

The first is as a food processor and the impacts that this Proposed
Plan Change may have on that business.

b.

The second is the security of supply of produce to our factories.
All of the growers supplying fruit and vegetables to Heinz Wattie’s
for processing grow those fruit and vegetables on irrigated land,
and their dependence on a secure water supply is fundamental to
their growing operations. If Heinz Wattie’s growers’ sense that
irrigation water they need to grow a crop may not be available or
sufficient, they will favour using the perceived scarce resource to
grow crops that offer higher financial returns.
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SCOPE OF EVIDENCE
16.

My evidence addresses the following matters:
a.

A description of the company’s manufacturing facilities and its
recent and ongoing investment in those facilities.

b.

A brief description of Heinz Wattie’s existing consented water
takes.

c.

An explanation of the concerns that Heinz Wattie’s has regarding
the Proposed Plan Change 9, which in summary are:
i.

Allocation Limits

ii.

Actual and reasonable use

iii.

Surface water augmentation

iv.

Land Use Change

v.

Utilisation of stored Water

HAWKE’S BAY ASSETS AND INVESTMENTS
17.

Heinz Wattie’s is a good example of a successful secondary processing
industry which has developed in Hawke’s Bay because of the unique nature
of productivity in the region. This blend of a favourable climate, rich
alluvial soils, and an accessible water supply, coupled with the accumulated
experience of growers and our staff, allows us to receive, process and pack
the horticultural produce grown here and market it throughout New
Zealand and the world.

18.

Heinz Wattie’s has two manufacturing facilities in Hastings. The first, at
King Street is the original home of Sir James Wattie’s operations. This
facility processes a range of canned fruit and vegetables and frozen
vegetables as well as manufacturing baked beans, spaghetti, soups and sauce
products for distribution throughout New Zealand and across the world.

19.

Heinz Wattie’s factory in Tomoana has several different production
facilities and produces pet foods in one facility and jams, dressings, chilled
soups, sauces and frozen meals in another. Up to 32,000 tonnes
comprising 1,200 product lines are stored on this site at any one time, and
distributed through our networks to customers globally.

20.

Heinz Wattie’s invested over $100 million upgrading its factories at King
Street and Tomoana in about 2000. Each year it invests around $20-25
million into capital projects to upgrade and extend processing facilities to
enhance production and maintain food safety. Current investment levels
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are higher than they have been historically as they embrace improvements
to employee health and safety, and earthquake strengthening highlighted
following the Christchurch earthquakes. This reflects Heinz Wattie’s
commitment to Hawke’s Bay and continued production of world class
products in Hawke’s Bay.
21.

Heinz Wattie’s Hastings factory underwent significant expansion in 2013
bringing an additional 24,000 tonnes of beetroot growing and processing
to Hawke’s Bay which had previously been done in Australia. This was
achieved because of Heinz Wattie’s growing efficiencies, operating systems,
product safety record, and cost effectiveness which beat competition from
all other global applicants. This required approximately $20 million of
capital investment in the factory and $1.8 million of specialized planting
and harvesting equipment in the field. It creates between $15M and $20M
annually for the business which if considered in economic multiplier terms,
may be in excess of $100M net impact, most of which is accrued regionally.

22.

Since 2013, Heinz Wattie’s has also invested in additional automated retort
cookers transferred from Australian factories and installed a new plastics
filling line which is increasing our processing capacity and bringing new
business to New Zealand.

23.

Improvements and adjustments are always being considered – but all
demand a reliable supply of produce, and confidence that our business
environment is certain and stable. Even in the current pandemic, the
Company has been able to maintain the supply of the food and brands our
customers appreciate.

24.

The King Street factory at Hastings has a finely balanced fully integrated
infrastructure that relies on scheduled supplies of produce in sufficient
quantities to optimise processing efficiencies. Our mantra is “the required
volume, at the correct specification, at the right time”. End to end visibility
and reliability is important to all processing but it is truly critical when
dealing with time sensitive crop processing. Any changes affect not just
what is being processed now, but what is scheduled, and all the subsequent
impacts down the chain, all the way to the consumer.

25.

Factory structure and processing efficiencies demand multiple products be
processed at any one time. This means we can optimise the output from
tomatoes (for example) producing whole peel, chopped, or flavoured
tomatoes and tomato paste concurrently. Peaches may be sliced or diced or
become part of a fruit salad. This approach not only demands the right
volume, specification and timing of that crop, but all the supporting cast as
well.

26.

As Hawkes Bay’s most significant processing industry, there are a large
number of tertiary industries, highly dependent upon Heinz Watties’s
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success. Examples are packaging businesses like Jamesstrong and
Visyboard, transport and logistics businesses, planting and harvesting
contractors, with many receiving well over half their income from Heinz
Wattie’s contracts. There are also support businesses that maintain,
fabricate, and service our factory and staff. All contribute to the estimated
$1.25B contribution this business provides Hawke’s Bay, and upwards of
$2B national impact.
HEINZ WATTIE’S EXISTING WATER TAKE
27.

Heinz Wattie’s is the single biggest private water user in Hawke’s Bay. It
obtains its water from five wells located on its factory sites in Hastings.

28.

The total consented volume is 8,908,652m3 per year.

29.

Water use is a constant focus in the business. All water use is monitored,
used water is screened and recycled where possible. Water use per tonne of
finished goods is declining but overall water use has increased gradually
because of Heinz Wattie’s increased production.

30.

Actual annual use over the two Hastings sites since 2010 has been 2.9M,
3.2M, 3.2M, 3.6M, 4.4M, 3.6M, 3.9M, 3.8M, 4.3M, 4.5M and 4.1M m3
respectively. The ten-year average water use from 2011-2020 is
3,890,361m3.

31.

The changes to the definition of ‘Actual and Reasonable’ initially
recommended by Council officers would have consequences for Heinz
Wattie’s factories when Heinz Wattie’s seeks a replacement consent
because it will need to apply for more than the ten-year average volume and
that determines the activity status for the consent application. However,
in the Addendum Report to the Hearing Report dated 19 May 2021 Council
officers recommend a further change to this definition (the replacement of
the ‘average’ with ‘maximum’ in clause (b)).
I support that
recommendation for reasons I give later in this evidence.

32.

Any consent renewal is now restricted to the ‘maximum’ recorded use in
any of the ten preceding years which offers no opportunity for expansion,
growth, or possible changes to conditions in our Food Safety Certificate
that specify water use in food processing.

CONCERNS ABOUT PROPOSED PLAN CHANGE 9
33.

Every crop supplied to Heinz Wattie’s is grown on irrigated land. Land,
crop establishment and growing costs are such that growers cannot take a
chance on a less than optimal crop. Irrigation is critical for all crops to
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mitigate risks and to maximise crop potential. Growers are dependent
upon a secure supply of water for this irrigation.
34.

Heinz Wattie’s also needs security of water supply to process the crops
coming into its factory.

35.

Growers’ decisions each season about what, where, and when to plant, are
influenced by many factors, including customer requirements, anticipated
financial costs and returns, location, soil type, crop rotation and plant dates
(to suit processing factory requirements). Many growers are producing a
range of crops for a number of customers to create flexibility and options,
but in doing so establish a priority. Processing crops will typically fall below
many permanent, or export orientated options because of the anticipated
financial returns.

36.

The horticultural sector is extremely vulnerable to irrigation restrictions.
Any proposal which sees less water being allocated to irrigators, or makes
it more difficult to get new consents to take water, will result in growers
changing the crops that they grow to ensure that the water they can obtain
is being used on the highest value options. Permanent crops like grapes,
kiwifruit and pipfruit are likely to be favoured over arable crops and
processed permanent crops. In the current climate some exported arable
crops including onions and squash are performing well, although I have
been in this industry sufficiently long to have witnessed the cyclic nature
export production experiences. Processors are less vulnerable to these
fluctuations because of the global competition to supply shelf stable goods,
but as such have to compete in that much lower cost marketplace.

37.

Unlike pastoral farmers, there are no substitutes for irrigation. A pastoral
farmer can import hay, purchase supplementary feed or relocate stock to
compensate for reduced yields on irrigated fodder crops. If a horticultural
operation is placed on an ‘irrigation ban’ then crop yields and quality will
suffer and in extreme cases the entire crop can be lost.

38.

Heinz Wattie’s has little influence over decisions that growers will make
when considering whether or not to plant. That decision is made once a
year, well before any potential issues with water restrictions may arise. Our
only real options are to increase price, or secure water supply elsewhere and
make it available to growers. (This has been undertaken by SPC in
Australia).

39.

Regarding pricing adjustments, Heinz Wattie’s products are marketed
locally and globally and therefore have to compete with prevailing market
prices and have little opportunity to adjust without impacting retail prices
and / or profitability.

40.

If the supply of fruit and vegetable crops is put at risk – because of growers’
concerns about access to water or security of supply and the decisions they
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make in response to those concerns – Heinz Wattie’s may have to import
those same products from overseas to produce the processed food that the
brand provides. The potential loss of revenue from the Hawke’s Bay
economy could be significant.
Allocation Limits and Policy 37
41.

Based on this modelled data, the Reporting Officers propose an allocation
limit of 90Mm3, as notified. The only opportunity for correction to this
value is after a review specified within ten years of the plan becoming
operative (Policy 42) that allows the Council to develop a plan change to
ensure any over allocation is phased out, but offers no capacity for any
under allocation to be utilised.

42.

This Plan Change should allow new consents to be issued for water sourced
from other areas. This is fundamental to allowing currently unirrigated land
to be irrigated. I am aware of thousands of hectares of prime horticultural
land much of which has been previously farmed as pastoral enterprises, that
currently has no irrigation consent, and under this proposed plan change,
no possibility of getting one unless an existing consent is transferred, or the
owner applies for and is granted a high flow take, or has access to water
made available through storage schemes.

43.

To address this issue Heinz Wattie’s sought changes to Policy 37 including
the deletion of paragraph (b) of that policy.

44.

I have read the evidence of Andrew Dooney (expert planning witness for
Horticulture NZ) and for the reasons given in his evidence, I also support
the re-allocation of water within the interim groundwater allocation limit to
primary production purposes on versatile land.

45.

His recommended change, which I support, is as follows:
b)

avoid restrict the re-allocation of any water that might become
available within the interim groundwater allocation limit or
within the limit of any connected water body to essential
municipal uses or primary production purposes on versatile land,
or for use in stream flow maintenance and enhancement
schemes. until there has been a review of the relevant allocation
limits within this plan.

46.

Rule TANK 9 states that replacement of an existing groundwater consent
is a Restricted Discretionary activity provided that the use (other than
municipal, community and papakainga) is Actual and Reasonable.

47.

In the Addendum to the Hearing Report Council officers have now
recommended that clause (b) of the definition of Actual and reasonable be
amended to refer to the maximum annual amount as measured by water
meter data in the ten years preceding 2 May 2020. This is obviously an
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improvement to the definition, but it means that Heinz Wattie’s is
potentially capped at the maximum water use over that ten year period
(4,587,376 in 2019). Actual water use in the factory is primarily dependent
on processed volumes. If volumes increase (as they have in the last few
years) Heinz Wattie’s is likely to use more water and at consent renewal
time will seek a volume less than its currently consented volume but more
than the maximum volume in the ten year period preceding 2 May 2020.
48.

There are other factors that may impact water use. These will include
seasonal and climatic conditions, conditions imposed for Food Safety
certification, and abnormal events. A heatwave for example may treble the
volume of water required for hydrocooling and a wet harvest will
substantially increase water demand for fruit and vegetable washing.

49.

I am further discouraged with changes in the proposed plan change when
I see under objective 16, that food processing is rated with a lower
allocation priority than primary production on versatile soils, and lower still
than (unknown) future domestic demand.

50.

Under the proposed plan change that application would require consent as
a discretionary activity. In theory that application could be granted (it is
not a prohibited activity) but I believe it would be very difficult to get
consent for a take that seeks more than what is defined as Actual and
Reasonable use.

51.

When considering applications for consent under rule TANK 10, a matter
for discretion for non-irrigation applications is ‘evidence that the take and
use of water meets an efficiency of use of at least 80%’. As a food processor
where so much of our water use is regulated, I am uncertain as to how we
will be able to demonstrate this efficiency.

52.

This proposal also offers no opportunity for our business to expand. We
are always exploring opportunities to increase production, with three
projects currently being investigated that if approved could increase
seasonal production by almost 18,000 tonnes of raw produce, becoming
9,400 tonnes of finished goods. As processed volumes increase, volume of
water used per tonne reduces, but overall water use increases. Policy 37(d)
and the definition of Actual and Reasonable would make it difficult for
Heinz Wattie’s to benefit from those efficiencies.

53.

I have read the evidence of Cameron Drury (expert planning witness for
Hastings District Council). I support the proposed changes he
recommends to Policy 37(d) which are as follows:
d)

when considering applications in respect of existing consents
due for expiry, or when reviewing consents, to;
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allocate groundwater on the basis of the maximum
quantity that is able to be abstracted during each year or
irrigation season expressed in cubic meters per year;

(ii)

as a starting point, apply an assessment of Actual and
Reasonable use (except as provided by Policy 50), and
then, subject to the proposal being for no more than the
quantity specified on the existing consent, consider any
volume beyond this taking the following into account;
1.

reasons for the proposed volume of water;

2.

efficiency of use;

3.

the proposed use, particularly if for beverages,
food and fibre production and processing and
other land-based primary production;

4.

the value of the investment associated with the
certainty of the volume as previously
authorised;

5.

whether substantial progress or effort has been,
and continues to be, made towards giving effect
to the proposed use and investment enabled by
the original volume authorised;

Land use change
54.

If a consent is obtained which enables previously un-irrigated land to be
irrigated, there will be a change in land use and Rules TANK 5 and 6
potentially apply.

55.

I agree that conditions should be included that manage potential impacts
of any change in land use, especially around potential nutrient leaching.

56.

Both rules now (following the Addendum Report to the Hearing Report)
now include condition (a) which states:
A change in land use types means a change from one leaching level to a
higher leaching level as shown in Table 1 of Schedule 29.

57.

However the Hearing Report recommended changes to Schedule 29 which
were problematic for the reasons set out in Dr Davoren’s evidence for
Heinz Wattie’s.

58.

Table 1 of Schedule 29 table provides that all commercial vegetable
growing is a higher Nitrogen leaching risk than dairy farming. There are
many instances where the reverse is true. I believe that irrigation when it
is well managed can serve to reduce leaching risk. Assuming good practice
is adhered to and soil moisture is measured, crop requirements are
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calculated, weather forecasting is considered, that potential leaching is
negligible.
59.

The schedule provides that calculations to changes to the annual average
nitrogen loss on a whole of property basis will be based on the Nitrogen
leaching loss levels in Table 1 “unless more accurate data specific to the
property” is available.

60.

I believe the schedule should state the limits/threshold and then consents
can be issued according to the risk and mitigations the consent holder
creates to achieve these limits. The leaching risk should be a stated value
and a condition of a consent.

Surface water augmentation
61.

Policy TANK 39 and Rule TANK 9 in the plan change as notified required
groundwater takes in the Heretaunga Plains Water Management Unit to
cease unless the permit holder contributes to or develops a stream
maintenance and habitat enhancement scheme. For Heinz Wattie’s
submission on the proposed plan change I calculated a potential liability
for our business of between $196,000 and $300,000 annually based on
assumptions I drew from presentations during TANK meetings I had
attended.

62.

I note the reporting officers’ recommendations that Policy 39 be
extensively re-written and there are consequential changes recommended
to Rule TANK 9. References to stream flow maintenance and
enhancement schemes has been removed from the Conditions/
Standards/Terms. The matters for Discretion now include a comment that
“review of permit and new conditions to be imposed in respect of
contribution to a stream flow maintenance and habitat enhancement
scheme, when applicable”. So while the potential liability has gone, I am
concerned the sentiment remains to be enacted “when applicable”.

63.

I am also concerned that there is a presumption throughout the Proposed
Plan Change that the cause of stream flow depletion is the cumulative
impact of groundwater and surface water takes, and that imposing
restrictions (cease takes) or conditions (financial contributions to
undecided augmentation schemes) on groundwater takes is the only way to
manage these. It fails to recognise other causative factors.

64.

I consider that further investigation is necessary into other causes of
depleted stream flows (i.e. other than just the cumulative impact of
groundwater and surface water takes). These causes may include land
drainage, stream bank clearing, widening or alignment, changing weather
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patterns or other unknown impacts. These studies may suggest other
mitigations or responses that could be considered in the plan change.
Utilisation of stored water
65.

This proposed plan change offers little future focus or opportunity to
develop or increase primary and secondary production especially in the
food production arena. There are and will always be opportunities to
change but to do so requires a regulatory environment that allows change.
While there is recognition that water storage (through damming or offstream storage) is possible, it is unclear whether the rule framework
contemplates off stem storage in the upper catchment and release into the
waterways, that can then follow natural pathways through aquifer recharge,
and be utilized using existing groundwater irrigation infrastructure. As far
as I can tell there is no opportunity to provide for the productive potential
of unirrigated land as Policy 36(f) does not allow the issue of any new
consents, so how is water going to be received and utilized, should that
reticulation network be allowed to be used?

66.

The Plan Change does allow access to water from storage – assuming you
can get consent to take the water at high flows in the first place, and store
it, and use it directly from storage. It appears that the stored water must
either be reticulated (piped) to where it is needed, or the storage facility
must be located on the property where it is required. This implies a future
where stored water may be supplied from multiple small dams, occupying
valuable space on versatile soils, and offering no ecological benefit from
storage in the headwaters and release through existing waterways.

67.

Assuming all that is possible, a further consent will be required before that
water can be used to irrigate land that as previously un-irrigated, because it
will involve a change in land use with a higher leaching level.

Policy 21
68.

I acknowledge that the officers have recommended some changes to Policy
21. The requirement to take into account changes as a result of crop
rotations is an improvement. However the policy takes no account of the
mitigation that landowners can do to manage potential leaching including
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irrigation scheduling, fertiliser applications, type, method and amount,
swales, and riparian plantings.
CONCERNS ABOUT HOW THE PLAN CHANGE MAY AFFECT
HEINZ WATTIE’S GROWERS
69.

Heinz Wattie’s has the following concerns about how the Proposed Plan
Change 9 may affect its growers:
a.

The same concerns as Heinz Wattie’s Limited regarding an
allocation limit of 90Mm3, how this value has been determined, the
time frame and process (through a plan change) of any adjustment,
and the apparent inability to increase this allocation limit if it is
determined to be too low.

b.

The same concerns as Heinz Wattie’s regarding replacement of an
existing consent. That has largely been remedied by the further
change recommended in the Addendum Report to the Hearing
Report (with the ‘maximum’ replacing the ‘average’ in clause (b)).

c.

The same concerns regarding any opportunity to expand
production. The only opportunity to expand can come from
transfer of an existing consent. This means any individual grower’s
expansion will come from the loss of another.

d.

The same concerns regarding sourcing new water from elsewhere,
in particular stored water, even though the benefits of water storage
and augmentation and its potential for irrigating un-irrigated land
is recognised in policy in 56(c). Even so, if the activity results in a
change of land use requiring consent under Rules TANK 5 or 6,
then Rule TANK 15a applies which is a discretionary activity.

e.

The same concerns as Heinz Wattie’s regarding stream flow
depletion.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
70.

Heinz Wattie’s are hugely dependent upon a sustainable secure water
supply for its processing operations.

71.

Its growers need reasonable certainty that they will be able to renew their
existing consents.

72.

The Heretaunga Plans contains thousands of hectares of prime
horticultural land which have little prospect of becoming productive unless
water can be sourced for irrigation.
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73.

Under the Plan Change it will be very difficult to obtain consent for that
water. Even if a consent can be obtained, there is the additional
requirement of obtaining consent for a change of land use.

74.

I am also concerned about the definition of Actual and Reasonable. At
consent renewal time Heinz Wattie’s will seek a volume less than its
currently consented volume but more than the maximum volume in the ten
year period preceding 2 May 2020.

75.

Under the proposed plan change that application would require consent as
a discretionary activity. I am concerned it will be difficult to get that
consent given the policy direction in the plan change.

Bruce Mackay
7 June 2021

